We are a leading manufacturer, supplier and exporter of agricultural & food processing machinery. Sold under the brand names of RAJA, AMUDA and BOSS, the machines are known for their compact designs, efficient performance and long service life.
Established in the year, 1990, we, ‘Four Brothers Ex-imp Pvt. Ltd.’, are the pioneering manufacturer, supplier and exporter of a comprehensive range of agricultural & food processing machinery. We have established an expertise in this domain by exclusively directing our energies in development these machinery required by food and allied industries. The extensive range of products provided by us is highly appreciated for its simple designs, easy operation, low maintenance, high quality, glitch-free performance and durability. Some of the products in this range are rice pulveriser, fruit pulper cum finisher, egg incubator cum hatcher kerosene operated, meat mincer motorized and “BOSS” domestic flour mill. Our supplied products are manufactured using finest grade of raw material, which is procured from reliable vendors of unblemished track record.

Our team highly efficient professionals and profound infrastructural facilities are our support system. The adept and highly proficient quality controllers strictly supervise and test the quality at all levels of production, from the procurement of the raw material, to manufacture, till the final dispatch of the machinery. We ensure that the technologies employed by us are always up-to-date with the latest development in the related field. We offer our products under the brand name "BOSS", which has now become synonyms with quality and credibility.

Under the patronization of “Dr. A. R. Pinheiro”, Chairman & Managing Director of Rajan Universal Exports (Manufacturers) Pvt. Ltd. and his sons, we have scaled new horizons of success in this domain. They have 30 years of enriching experience, which involved, traveling far and wide across African and Far Eastern countries, to gain knowledge of the actual expectations of the end-user.
Agricultural Machineries:

We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a qualitative range of Agricultural Machinery. These are produced using quality-assured variety of raw material, which are sourced from reliable merchandisers. Compliant with the set norms of the industry, these machines are highly specific in their applications. These are also high performing, efficient, durable and long lived.
Casava Processing Machineries:

We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a quality-assured range of Cassava Processing Machinery. These machines are designed and developed at our highly specialized facility using finest grades of raw material. We ensure that these products are tested on the parameters of performance and design for optimal output & efficiency. Various products under this category are:

- BOSS Cassava Grater
- BOSS Cassava Cake Disintegrator
- BOSS Cassava Drier
- BOSS Cassava Peeler
Food Processing Machineries:

We are engaged in rendering an qualitative range of Food Processing Machinery, which is offered to the clients at leading market prices. The expert workforce prepares it using finest quality nutrients in order to ensure its compliance with the international norms. Further, we offer these in wide array of customized forms as per the specifications of the clients.
Fruit & Vegetable Processing Machineries:

We are one of the leading names engaged in manufacturing and supplying a quality-proven variety of Fruit & Vegetable Processing Machinery. These machines are designed and developed at our highly sophisticated facilities by using premium grades of raw material.

- BOSS Fruit Crusher (Mill)
- BOSS Papaya Peeling Machine
- BOSS Vegetable Cutting Machine
- Tilting Type Processing Machine
Fruit Juice Machines:

We are one the leading manufacture and suppliers of Fruits Juice Machines. Our machines are made with high grade anti-corrosive material like stainless steel. Furthermore, these are designed to extract maximum juice from the fruits & vegetables and therefore are most cost-efficient products in their range. The products under this category are as follows:

- BOSS Horizontal Sugar Cane Crusher
- BOSS Fruit Pulper Cum Finisher
- BOSS Fruit Pulper
- BOSS Stainless Steel Juicer
Poultry Equipments:

Our clients can avail from us high grade Poultry Equipment, which are fabricated using advanced technology available in market. International standards are kept in mind while producing these. These are light in weight, easy to operate and requires less maintenance. Our range of poultry equipment is not operated on electricity, hence, these can be installed in villages as well.

BOSS Chicken Feathering Machines

BOSS Egg Incubators

BOSS Chicken Feather Removal Machine
Dairy Equipments:

Our clients can avail from us a wide range of equipment used in Dairy farms. With our experience and expertise, we are able to design these machines to deliver efficient and durable performance. These machines are available in a wide range of regular and customized varieties to meet different needs of our clients.

BOSS Cream Separator

BOSS Chaff Cutter

BOSS Chaff Cutter Motorised
Hand Operated Machineries:

We are among the most revered manufacturers and exporters of high grade Hand Operated Machinery, which are fabricated using advanced equipment available in market. These are manufactured using raw material, which is procured from reliable vendors. Markets have been flooded with our range of hand operated machineries due to their robust construction, easy and efficient operations.

BOSS Domestic Grinders

BOSS Hand Operated Cream Separator

BOSS Hand Operated Butter Churner

BOSS Hand Operated Coffee Pulper
Since our inception we are engaged in offering Plant and Machinery at affordable rates. Our products which are smooth in operation are famous for their multidimensional roles. These products, easy to handle and carry are specially designed to meet the requirements of clients. The various machines under this category are as follows:

- BOSS Mini Gari Plant
- BOSS Aerated Water Making Machine
- BOSS Mini Potato Wafer Making Plant
- Mini Modern Rice Mill Plant
Other Products:

- BOSS Fully Automatic Mini Micro Pulveriser
- BOSS Rice Pulverizer
- BOSS Vertical Stone Grinder
- BOSS Feed Mill
Other Products:

- BOSS Pulverizer-Stainless Steel
- BOSS Diesel Engine (Slow Speed)
- BOSS Electric Motor
- BOSS Groundnut Decorticator
Other Products:

- BOSS Diesel Engine
- BOSS Wet Grinder
- Boss Maize Sheller
- BOSS Castor Seed Decoritator
**Company Factsheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Year of Establishment</strong></th>
<th>1990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Nature of Business**    | - Supplier  
- Manufacturer  
- Exporter |
| **Total Number of Employees** | 11 to 25 People |
| **Major Markets**         | - Indian Subcontinent  
- South/West Africa  
- East Asia  
- Middle East  
- North America |
| **Primary Competitive Advantage** | - Large Product Line  
- Large Production Capacity  
- OEM Capability |
Contact Details:

Four Brothers Export Import Private Limited, Chennai
Mr. Amirtharaj Johnson
Old No. 123, New No. 255, Linghi Chetty Street
Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600 001, India
Website: www.fourbrothersindia.com